
Resolutions of the IMU General Assembly 2022 
 

 
Resolution 1 

The General Assembly of the IMU expresses its deep gratitude to the numerous mathematical 
colleagues who contributed to the planning and organization of the 29th ICM in 2022, working 
under the extremely challenging circumstances of the last years. While ICM 2022 cannot take 
place as originally planned, the General Assembly gratefully acknowledges the preparatory 
work undertaken by Stanislav Smirnov and Andrei Okounkov, who showed tireless dedication 
and commitment in their efforts.  
 

Resolution 2 

The General Assembly of the IMU expresses its deep gratitude to those who helped make the 
transition to a virtual ICM 2022 possible, with particular acknowledgement of the Heidelberg 
Laureate Forum Foundation for its most generous support. 
 
The General Assembly further expresses its deep gratitude to the Council of Finnish Academies 
and the Finnish mathematical community for their organizational and financial support in 
hosting the 19th General Assembly. 
 

Resolution 3 

The General Assembly of the IMU expresses its deep appreciation to the Executive Committee, 
in particular to the IMU President Carlos E. Kenig and to the chairs of the Structure Committee 
and of the Program Committee, Terence Tao and Martin Hairer, respectively, for their 
excellent work during the period 2019–2022. It especially thanks the IMU Secretary General 
Helge Holden for his dedication and his passionate work for the IMU and its Adhering 
Organizations as the Secretary General of the IMU.  
  

Resolution 4 

The General Assembly of the IMU thanks Dietmar Hömberg, Scott Jung, Lena Koch, Mariusz 
Szmerlo, Birgit Seeliger, Frank Klöppel, and Vanessa Chung for their dedicated work in the IMU 
Secretariat and for all their multiple contributions to the IMU.  
 
The General Assembly further thanks Alexander Mielke for his work and dedication 
throughout his tenure as Head of the IMU Secretariat and IMU Treasurer, which ended in June 
2020. 
 

Resolution 5 

The General Assembly of the IMU thanks the members of all the IMU Committees and 
Commissions for their dedication and hard work for the mathematical community and the 
IMU.  
 

Resolution 6 

The General Assembly of the IMU thanks individuals and organizations that have contributed 
with funds to the IMU.  
 



Resolution 7 

The General Assembly of the IMU acknowledges the great success of the International Day of 
Mathematics (IDM) following its launch in 2020, and gives particular thanks to Christiane 
Rousseau, Chair of the IDM Governing Board, for her dedication and work on the project.  

 

Resolution 8 

The General Assembly of the IMU expresses its deep gratitude to Germany, and in particular 
to the Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics (WIAS) for their generous 
support of the IMU Secretariat. 

The General Assembly reaffirms its endorsement of the Stable Office for the International 
Mathematical Union as hosted at WIAS.  

 
Resolution 9 

The IMU General Assembly resolves that Article 2 (a) of the IMU Statutes shall be changed to 
“To adhere to the International Science Council;”  

 

Resolution 10 

The IMU General Assembly resolves that a new Article 3 with the following text shall be 
incorporated into the IMU Statutes: 
 
The Union adheres to the International Science Council’s principle of embodying the free and 
responsible practice of science, freedom of movement, association, expression and 
communication for scientists, as well as equitable opportunities for access to science, its 
production and benefits, access to data, information and research material; and actively 
upholds this principle, by opposing any discrimination on the basis of such factors as ethnic 
origin, religion, citizenship, language, political or other opinion, gender, gender identity and 
sexual orientation, disability or age. 
 
The number of each subsequent article will thereby increase by one. 

 

Resolution 11 

The IMU General Assembly approves the Annual Financial Reports for the years 2018 to 2021. 
Moreover, it approves the building up of financial reserves from any annual surplus as 
reported in the income and expenditure statements.  
 

Resolution 12 

The IMU General Assembly grants discharge to the IMU Executive Committee and to the IMU 
Treasurer for their activities during the period 2018 to 2021.  
 

Resolution 13 

The General Assembly of the IMU approves that the unit contribution for the years 2023–2026 
be increased from EUR 1,430 to EUR 1,460.00.  
 



Resolution 14 

The General Assembly approves the 2023–2026 budget as proposed by the IMU Treasurer to 
the General Assembly.  
 

Resolution 15 

The IMU General Assembly accepts the offer from the Adhering Organization of the United 
States of America to host the 2026 International Congress of Mathematicians in Philadelphia 
and the 20th General Assembly of the IMU in New York City. 

 

Resolution 16 

The IMU expresses support for all mathematicians affected by the war in Ukraine, and in 
particular calls upon its members and other scientific organizations to do everything they can 
to assist our Ukrainian colleagues in these difficult times. 

 

Resolution 17 

The IMU will set up a “reserve fund” to help Adhering Organizations whose dues are in arrears, 
due to temporary extreme, adverse circumstances. The “reserve fund” will be funded by 
earmarked contributions. The requests for help will be considered by the IMU Executive 
Committee, who will decide on them on a case-by-case basis. The IMU Executive Committee 
will report to the next IMU General Assembly on the working of this program. 

 

Resolution 18 

In response to a request from the Ukrainian Mathematics Union (UMU), we resolve to waive 
the IMU membership dues for the UMU for the years 2022 and 2023, unless these fees are 
covered by a third party or third parties. 

 


